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When we asked Dave Waldo, a strategic implementation and operations professional with 
more than 25 years of experience, about the top concerns facilities managers (FMs) face, he 
provided a clear, concise answer: “Starting the work order, executing the work order, and 
paying the work order.”

Of course, it’s not always that easy. For every leaky pipe or broken cooling system, there are 
several additional tasks:

 � Another work order to fulfill using outside services

 � Another search for a reliable vendor 

 � Another person on the other side to coordinate with

 � Another vendor relationship to manage 

Those relationships aren’t established overnight, but there are steps your organization can 
take to create trusted vendor relationships more efficiently.

We have identified five steps to help you find and manage top vendors and form long-lasting, 
mutually beneficial relationships for years to come.
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Finding your vendor 
How do you find your service professionals if you 
don’t receive a personal recommendation from 
someone you trust? Perhaps you turn to Google 
or another free search tool to investigate search 
ranks, reviews, and locations. But, in doing so,  
you add several time-consuming variables to  
the process.

Need a quicker option? You can use a vendor 
directory, like the one built into the Corrigo 
computerized maintenance management system 
(CMMS), to identify and connect with vendors 
actively used and vetted by your peers. 

Your fellow FMs write reviews of Corrigo pros, so you can trust their insights to find the best 
vendors—no more relying on unverified reviews. 

Regardless of which directory you use to search for your vendor, the most valuable search  
tool includes:

 � A broad set of trades and specialties with deep search parameters

 � A scoring and review system that separates great vendors from the pack

 � The ability to see all the vendors’ contact info

 � A direct connection to your work order CMMS

It’s important to know which vendors you can trust based on prior performance. A recent 
Corrigo-sponsored study demonstrated that FMs can reduce asset spending by 75% just by 
hiring vendors that are responsive to their warranty obligations.

Step 1

SEARCH
top vendors

https://www.jllt.com/research/forrester-tei-total-economic-impact-of-corrigo-cmms/
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Vetting your vendors
Reading valid reviews of vendors’ past work is always 
important, but that’s only the first step of the vetting 
process. In addition to reliable recommendations, it’s crucial 
to verify the businesses you identify before assigning any 
projects to them. This ensures compliance and reduces 
liability if something goes awry during the job. 

There are two big pieces of documentation you should 
request before working with vendors, which will save  
you time:

 � W-9s to validate taxpayer identification numbers (TINs), establish payroll, and ensure 
the business is legitimate

 � Certificates of insurance (COIs) so you know your vendor is fully insured, which 
protects you from liability for property damage or bodily injuries

For example, Corrigo Assure goes above and beyond these 
requirements, making the verification process simpler. 
Prospective vendors upload their W-9 and insurance 
information into the system. Corrigo Assure confirms their 
TINs, checks for OSHA violations and bankruptcies, and screens 
companies against the Terrorist Watch List. The platform also 
inspects vendors’ insurance coverage and can identify whether 
their policy meets your requirements.

Once you’re satisfied with your vendor’s credentials, review 
their pricing structure. Learn their standard and overtime rates, and set clear, definitive not-
to-exceed (NTE) limits. Corrigo can institute this for you and monitor the project to ensure you 
stay on budget. On average, you’ll reduce invoice expenditures by 5.23%. 

Even if you need a pro quickly, ask for references from long-term customers. If they can 
provide an instant reference, it’s worth a few minutes of your time to check it out. And it 
shows they have loyal customers. If everything goes well, you may become one of them. 

Step 2

Corrigo reduces the 
noise created from 
millions of vendor 
choices by 
connecting you with 
26,000+ vetted 
professionals.

https://www.jllt.com/corrigo-vendor-compliance/
https://www.jllt.com/research/forrester-corrigo-smart-nte/
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Initiating your working 
relationship
Once you’ve found and vetted a vendor you think is right for the job, it’s important to develop 
repeatable processes to ensure the work is performed to your standards. 

Set yourself up for success by establishing processes for the following tasks: 

 � Agreeing on the scope of work and price

 � Signing the master service agreement

 � Ensuring proper communication channels at your facility (if you’re not the  
primary contact)

 � Educating the service pro on the CMMS you are using, the unique parts of  
your process, and any training resources you might have available—such as 
JLLT University

 � Setting up invoicing, including terms of payment and a point person for questions

While good processes are certainly a key to success, things don’t always go according to plan. 
It’s necessary to set expectations. Empathy and flexibility about unavoidable changes to the 
scope of work are equally vital. 

Start by making sure the vendor and you agree on any specific parts and tools needed to 
complete the job. Then, update the service level agreement (SLA) in your CMMS as changes 
arise, so everything is documented and transparent. The vendor remains accountable but is 
not blamed for things beyond their control.

You’ll also want to understand potential supply chain disruptions and adjust your 
expectations accordingly. For example, it might have taken seven to 10 days to get back-
ordered parts before, but with COVID-19 still affecting global industry, it may now take three 
to four weeks (at an additional cost). Your CMMS should keep everyone on the same page 
regarding timing and cost changes.

Lastly, make sure your vendors use the work order software in your CMMS. Capturing this data 
as you go will save hours of headaches down the road. The more data you capture, the more 
information you can mine later for actionable insights.

Step 3

https://university.jllt.com/
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Evaluating the work
Do you have a standardized evaluation system in place? We recommend it. Not only does 
it create a formal process for every project, but providing a form to complete also ensures 
everyone on your team is asking and answering the relevant questions about the experience.

Here are some questions you can ask:

 � Performance: How do you rate their work on a scale of one to ten? Did the work get 
done? How many delays were there—and were they avoidable?

 � Professionalism: Were they courteous? Dressed appropriately? Helpful? Do you think 
they want to work with you again? Do you want to work with them again?

 � Timing: Did the work start when expected? End when expected? Match the SLA?

 � Budget: Did they complete the work as quoted? If not, why?

Next, provide your vendor with balanced feedback, both positive and negative, and 
ensure they know how they can take tangible steps to improve. Actionable feedback is the 
foundation of a lasting, trusted partnership. 

Be extra detailed when reviewing the first 
couple of work orders. This feedback helps 
set expectations with your vendor, so they 
better understand your needs and the specifics 
of your facility. It will also make them feel 
comfortable and confident when they return 
for the next job. 

Finally, review the data about the job in the 
CMMS. For example, if there are delays or cost 
overruns, Corrigo identifies them—and you can 
see if you need to make any adjustments when 
drafting SLAs or setting NTE limits.

Step 4
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Getting in the groove with 
repeat work 
We all hope each relationship with a new vendor will last, and when it does, that’s where 
your CMMS really shines. Once you and the vendor exchange feedback, you can establish the 
ground rules for making them a preferred vendor at your properties.

 � Agree on pricing, expectations, and the parameters of 
their work at your facilities

 � Create recurring work orders within the CMMS to save 
you time and money on emergency repairs 

 � Ensure two-way alerts and communication between 
you and vendors within the CMMS, in case things  
go wrong

 � Integrate your CMMS with your accounting system for 
quick billing and to ensure the vendor gets paid transparently and promptly

 � Use your CMMS’ reminders to conduct quarterly or annual service evaluations to review 
a vendor’s work and adjust where necessary

Corrigo’s automation tools also 
give you the ability to pre-approve 
specific service requests to save 
time when you engage with a 
trusted vendor. You can specify 
scenarios for Corrigo to generate 
a work order, automatically route 
it to a vendor, and alert you when 
they’re coming.

Step 5

A Forrester study of 
Corrigo’s economic 
impact showed 
companies can save 10% 
in facilities spending 
by implementing 
a preventative 
maintenance schedule.
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Good vendor management 
results in tangible value 
Good management of the vendor relationship doesn’t need to be a stressful,  
hand-holding process. Implementing a CMMS such as Corrigo streamlines vendor 
management significantly. 

From verification and data collection to communication 
and automation, your CMMS provider is probably your 
most important vendor—so its most valuable benefit to you 
should be major reductions in time and money. Everything 
from fixing a broken pipe to winterizing your facility is 
simpler with a robust CMMS that supports your FMs and 
helps them build lasting relationships with service pros.

If you’re considering a smart CMMS, talk to a Corrigo 
expert today. If you’re already a Corrigo user, check out our 
support and training portal for detailed information about 
the CorrigoPro Network, Corrigo Assure, and more. 

By the numbers, 
using Corrigo CMMS 
for best practice 
vendor management 
results in an average 
of 238% return on 
investment on the 
software—and $4.7 
million in operational 
efficiencies.

Note! Help is available for sourcing, screening, managing, rating, and coaching your 
vendors to higher levels of performance. Contact Corrigo Managed Services today to 
discover how our team of experienced, professional facilities managers can fast-track 
your path to smarter vendor management.

https://www.jllt.com/corrigo-cmms/#contact
https://www.jllt.com/corrigo-cmms/#contact
https://university.jllt.com/
https://www.jllt.com/blog/corrigo-turned-maintenance-challenges-into-efficiency-drivers/
https://www.jllt.com/blog/corrigo-turned-maintenance-challenges-into-efficiency-drivers/
https://www.jllt.com/corrigo-managed


About JLL Technologies

JLLT is a division of JLL, a world leader in real estate services, 
that helps organizations transform the way they acquire, operate, 
manage, and experience space. A first-of-its-kind team combining 
builders of high-growth tech companies and commercial real 
estate experts, JLLT delivers a comprehensive technology portfolio 
of purpose-built solutions and leading edge, venture-backed 
companies to meet and exceed the industry’s demands for better 
business intelligence, workplace experience, and smart building 
platforms. Learn more at www.jllt.com.

http://www.jllt.com
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